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ABSTRACT Digital camera of a smartphone is a component frequently used by people to capture a large
number of videos, which can illustrate situations that compromise their presumption of innocence in court
cases. Usually, these videos circulate on the Internet, prone to intentional manipulation to prosecute one
person or exempt another. In this sense, digital videos are a matter of great importance for forensic science,
because they can be useful to verify the authenticity of such evidence in judicial processes, helping to make
sound decisions. However, it is possible that criminals or attackers know weaknesses of forensic techniques
and use anti-forensic techniques to manipulate videos without leaving any trace of the procedure performed.
Forensic science confronts anti-forensic techniques, analyzes them rigorously and applies anti-measures in
the development of techniques to detect anti-forensic operations. In this paper, anti-forensic techniques are
proposed to perform the source anonymization and forgery in MP4 videos.

INDEX TERMS Anti-forensic analysis, digital video, forensic analysis, PRNU, sensor noise, source
identification, video anonymization, video forgery, video metadata, wavelet transform.

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices have become a fundamental element in the
daily life of people because they allow the solution to imme-
diate needs in a fast and easy way. Among the key factors that
demonstrate the manner in which these devices have changed
our lives are: almost universal access to the Internet, the use
of applications that offer an infinity of services in a single
device, the generation of a large number of multimedia files,
such as images and videos, which have caused the reduction
of users’ communication through text and the increase of
the exchange of this kind of files, the trend towards greater
preference of the mobile device over traditional television to
watch films or to scan the latest news, the device use as a com-
puter to get work done or even to purchase products without
being tied to a computer terminal and finally, it is a perfect
element to use in spare time. According to the report The
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Mobile Economy 2019 [1], in 2025 there will be 5.800million
subscriptions tomobile services, 71% of the world population
for that year, compared to 5.100 million, only 60% of the
world’s population by the end of 2018. Likewise, the num-
ber of registered users to mobile internet will increase from
3,600 million to 5,500 million during 2018-2025. Similarly,
the global consumption estimation ofmobile data in 2024will
reach 24 GB per month in comparison to just 5.3 GB in 2018.
According to the report developed by Cisco Systems [2],
it is estimated that smartphones, laptops and tablets will
generate 98% of global mobile data traffic in 2020, which
will represent 366.8 exabytes per year, compared to 2015,
where 89% represented 44,2 exabytes. In particular, the gen-
eration of mobile videos will be the element with the highest
demand compared to other applications, increasing the use of
devices with 4G or 5G connections. Therefore, it is estimated
that in 2020, 75% of mobile network traffic will be due to
the transference of high resolution videos. This means that
80 billion images (28 images per day) and 7 billion videos
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FIGURE 1. Generation process of a digital video.

(more than 2.5 videos per day) per inhabitant of the world
will be generated in a single year.

Consequently, mobile devices are used to produce a large
number of photographs and videos, which can later be
stored on other devices, posted on social networks, sent by
email, etc. This means that, from a forensic point of view,
criminal actions such as theft of confidential information,
creation and distribution of Child Sexual Abuse Material,
kidnapping, espionage, etc., are wide-spread everyday uses
of this technology.

In this sense, anonymization and forgery detection of video
source are necessary procedures to determine responsibilities
and present evidence that will later be used as legal evidence.
However, these forensic techniques are counteracted by alter-
native strategies called anti-forensic techniques, responsible
for alterations to images and videos to obstruct the respective
process of forensic analysis. Specifically, they try to hide,
eliminate or falsify digital evidence. Based on this idea, it is
necessary to develop forensic techniques capable to identify
these methods and face the obstacles and drawbacks derived
from their use [3].

Considering the case of designing a highly secure lock,
which can not be opened without its original key, an alter-
native solution for opening the lock without the key, must
be contemplated. Thus, a lock can be designed to prevent
attempted access without the use of the applicable key. Based
on the same idea, the acquired knowledge about anti-forensic
techniques that anonymize or forger the identity of a multi-
media recording device, lead to the development of forensic
techniques to identify the most robust strategies to avoid this
type of attack. This study presents anti-forensic techniques
aimed at anonymizing and forgering the source of a video,
focusing specifically on videos generated by mobile devices.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly
describes the generation process of a digital video. Section III
presents the state of the art of forensic analysis tech-
niques and anti-forensic techniques for videos recorded
by mobile devices. Section IV elaborates on the proposed

anti-forensic techniques. In Section V, the experimental
results are explained and discussed. Finally, in Section VI
conclusions of this study are drawn.

II. GENERATION OF A DIGITAL VIDEO
In the generation process of digital video or pipeline [4], [5],
image, audio and text features are combined. The structure
of the pipeline is similar between manufacturers and type
of devices, differing in the quality of the camera and some
additional features and details of each manufacturer. A digital
camera consists of a lens system, a group of filters, a Color
Filter Array (CFA), an image sensor (Charge Coupled Device
(CCD)) [6], though currently it is common that every mobile
device has a sensor Complementary Metal Oxide Semicon-
ductor (CMOS). In addition, it is composed by a Digital
Signal Processor (DSP) which in turn contains a Digital
Image Processor (DIP), a digital audio processor, a micro-
phone and an analog/digital converter. This process is shown
schematically in Figure 1.
In order to generate a standard video, two actions are usu-

ally conducted in parallel: The processing of images or video
sequences and the audio processing. Image or video sequence
processing begins when the lens system captures the light of
the scene by controlling exposure, focus and image stabiliza-
tion. Then, the light enters the camera by the lens system and
goes through several filters that improve the visual quality
of the image (infrared and anti-aliasing). Further, the light
passes the image sensor, through the CFA, to capture the color
information. To keep costs low, some mobile devices have
a single monochrome image sensor and the CFA precedes
it to generate a color image. However, manufacturers are
currently incorporating one or more sensors to capture only
black and white colors and to manage the optical zoom,
the wide-angled shot and the depth of the scene. This sig-
nal is converted into a digital signal, which is transmitted
to the DSP and specifically to the DIP. The digital sig-
nal, generated by one or more sensors, is captured by the
image processor, where it is subject to different treatments
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(camera processes) to stabilize the signal and correct alter-
ations (artifacts) such as the elimination of noise and other
existing anomalies [7], [8].

Subsequently, the stabilized signal is processed in
the compression stage by means of a video codec
after synchronization. There are different video compres-
sion standards, but currently the most used by mobile
devices are: 1) H264/AVC or MPEG-4 Part 10 [9] and
2) H265/HEVC or MPEG-H Part 2 [10], both developed by
the ITU-T and ISO/IEC.

Finally, the encapsulation process is performed in a multi-
media container and its result is stored in an internal storage
medium of the device. Nowadays, the most used multimedia
containers are the MP4, which is part of the standardMoving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG)-4 part 14. Usually, it is used
by manufacturers that introduce the Android operating sys-
tem in mobile devices and the MOV container of the standard
QuickTime, developed by Apple [11] that has iOS operating
system in its devices.

The audio processing starts when the sound signal, trans-
mitted by air, is captured through the microphone, which
works as an electro-acoustic sensor. The microphone trans-
forms the sound waves into an electrical signal in order to
increase its intensity and transmit it toAnalogDigital Conver-
sion (ADC), which in turn, converts it to a digital signal. The
respective digital audio signal is captured by the DSP, in par-
ticular by the digital audio processor, which manipulates it
to improve the audio quality before compression (volume
and frequency control). Finally, the signal is compressed by
means of a coding algorithm, encapsulated in a container
and stored. In general, cameras of mobile devices use the
compression algorithm with loss Advanced Audio Coding
(AAC), established in the MPEG-4 standard part 3.

A. MP4 MULTIMEDIA CONTAINER
The MP4 multimedia container is designed to contain
multimedia information (video, audio, metadata, subtitles)
[11] [12]. After data encapsulation, the multimedia container
is organized hierarchically, through objects called atoms that
are intrinsic elements of each video. One atom contains
additional atoms and in turn labels with their respective
values. The MP4 multimedia container structure is shown
in Figure 2. Atoms are grouped into two types: a) interpre-
tation and metadata atoms, which contains 5% of data and
provides the information required to extract the audio and
frames. Usually they have one audio track, one video track,
and two metadata tracks; b) storage atom; it is a single atom
called media data (mdat), which contains 95% of the video
information.

III. FORENSIC AND ANTI-FORENSIC TECHNIQUES
FOR VIDEOS
A. FORENSIC ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Forensic techniques in videos are grouped in forensic tools
based on the objective to be fulfilled: source identifica-
tion, compression or manipulation analysis of a video [13].

FIGURE 2. MP4 multimedia container structure.

Forensic tools for source identification analysis recognize
brand and model information from different devices. These
researches have been performed usually on images, however
the respective analysis on digital videos remains very limited.
In this case,most techniques that have been applied to images,
are used on video frames. In [14], a detailed comparison is
carried out, focusing on the main groups of source identifi-
cation techniques. These groups are divided into five, based
on these features: metadata, image characteristics, defects of
the CFAmatrix and chromatic interpolation, sensor imperfec-
tions and wavelet transformations. Metadata-based strategies
are easy to analyze, but the results depend on the data that
manufacturers include. Techniques based on image character-
istics can be divided into color characteristics, image quality
metrics (Image Quality Metrics (IQM)) and wavelet domain
statistics. In this case, images are classified through a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) approach [15].
Approaches based on CFA matrix defects and chromatic

interpolation induce certain marked differences among dif-
ferent camera models [6], [16]–[18]. In techniques based on
sensor imperfections, two relevant key features have been
identified: pixel defects or sensor noise patterns [19]–[22].
Regarding the strategies based on the wavelet transform
described in [23], it has been proved that the use of sensor
noise patterns in conjunction with the wavelet transform, is an
effective method for source identification, reaching an aver-
age accuracy of 87.21%. Forensic tools for compression anal-
ysis use video coding architectures, more complex than those
implemented for images. Most widely used coding standards,
such as MPEG or H.26x families, inherit the use of encod-
ing block systems by the JPEG standard transform. In [24],
a method to detect double compression in MPEG, based on
block artifacts, is proposed. Likewise, a measurement system
is defined to calculate the Block Artifact Strength (BAS) of
each frame. The mean BAS is calculated to eliminate the
sequences obtained from 1 to 11 frames, obtaining a feature
vector of BAS values. If the sequence has been previously
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FIGURE 3. General process of source anonymization and forgery in MP4 videos.

manipulated, whether it is frame deletion or re-compression,
the feature vector exhibits a characteristic structure.

Forensic tools for manipulation analysis face different
kinds of manipulation in videos, such as the substitution and
elimination of frames, the replication of a set of frames and
the insertion or elimination of objects in the scene. Mobile
devices usually leave a unique digital footprint in recorded
videos. Although these fingerprints are frequently consid-
ered only for device identification, some researches such
as [25]–[27] have been developed to detect manipulations.

B. ANTI-FORENSIC ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
The attacker can have more knowledge about forensic tech-
niques, which could help him to develop sophisticated anti-
forensic techniques to manipulate videos without leaving any
trace. This action is mainly focused on hiding any vestige of
the procedure performed and thereby, deceiving the forensic
analyst, which could lead to inaccurate decisions. In order to
implement this technique, the authors identify the properties
of the temporal fingerprint. These properties were used to
model the effect of deletion/addition of frames. With regard
to static images, in [28], [29], an attacks classification is
performed for the forensic image analysis, according to their
main objectives: (1) camouflage of malicious post-processing
on the image, (2) destruction of the correct identification of
the image source and (3) forgery of the image source.

IV. PROPOSED ANTI-FORENSIC TECHNIQUES
This work aims to deceive or circumvent forensic source
identification methods in MP4 format videos.

In this sense, two anti-forensic techniques to anonymize
and forger MP4 videos source are proposed. The techniques
are based on the decomposition of the video, the sensor
imperfections and the wavelet transform. Figure 3 shows a
scheme of the general process for video source anonymiza-
tion and forgery in MP4 format.

For the decomposition of videos, the reading, and analy-
sis of the atoms is carried out previously, followed by the
extraction of the elementary stream of audio (AAC) and

video H.264.This to avoid manipulating (re-compression) the
generated file and thus compose a manipulated video with
characteristics similar to the original.

Currently, there is little research that uses atoms for these
purposes. This is because manufacturers have a high level
of confidentiality with information related to the container
structure and because it is a relatively new and complex topic.

As mentioned in section II-A the multimedia container is
divided into two parts: a) interpretation and metadata atoms;
b) storage atom. Therefore, Figure 4 shows how to interpret
the content of atoms to extract samples from the audio and
video track. First, we identify the audio or video track. Sec-
ond, we obtain the atoms contained in the sample table atom
(stbl) with location information and description of the media
data atom (mdat).Finally, we obtain the samples from mdat
atom using information from the stco, stsc, stsz, stsd atoms.

A. MP4 VIDEO ANONYMIZATION ALGORITHM
The main aim of the anonymization algorithm is to eliminate
the entire existing sensor information of the video frames
from the mobile device camera. The objective of this task
is to prevent the mobile device identification used to record
a specific video. The algorithm is composed by three pro-
cedures: (1) an algorithm for the elementary stream AAC
(audio) extraction, (2) an algorithm for the frames extraction,
and (3) an algorithm for the noise elimination from each video
frame.

Algorithm 1 graphically represents the anonymization of a
video. It starts with the reading of the video data to verify
if the structure meets the specifications. The required data
are obtained from the container atoms mdat, moov, trak and
their respective daughter atoms. Then Algorithm 2 extracts
the elementary stream AAC (Audio) from the original video
(Videooriginal), keeping the raw data to avoid recompression.
Then, the extraction of the objective frames (Framestarget
from the original video (Videooriginal) is carried out by means
of the Algorithm 3.
Subsequently, the existing noise fingerprint Photo

Response Non Uniformity (PRNU) in each frame, extracted
from the video (Framestarget ), is removed. As a result, a set
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Algorithm 1 Anonymization of an MP4 Video
Input: Videotarget : It is the target MP4 video
Result: Videoanonymized : This is the anonymized

MP4 video

•1 procedure ANONYMIZEVIDEO(Videooriginal)

•2 Read Videooriginal ;

•3 Audio← EXTRACTACCSTREAM(Videooriginal);

•4 Framestarget ←
EXTRACTFRAMESVideooriginal ;

•5 foreach frame in Framestarget do

•6 Framesnonoise←
REMOVEPRNU(frame);

•7 Videoanonymized = Audio+ Framesnonoise;

•8 end procedure

FIGURE 4. Interpretation of atom content.

of noise-free frames is obtained (Framesnonoise). This process
is based on the work presented in [28]. Finally, the recompo-
sition of the video is performed using the noiseless frames
(Framesnonoise), together with the extracted audio (Audio) in
order to generate an anonymized video (Videoanonymized ).

1) AUDIO EXTRACTION
Currently, some tools extract the audio from a multimedia
file, but when executing the procedure the data is forcibly
re-compressed, and significantly modified to the elementary
stream of audio, inserting new features for the forensic ana-
lyst to detect a manipulation. In this sense, the Algorithm 2
is proposed that extracts the audio elementary stream trans-
parently and naturally, without re-compressing and using the
information of the atoms.

Algorithm 2 Extraction of the Elementary Stream AAC
(Audio)
Input: Videooriginal : It is the target video MP4
Result: Streamelementalaac : This is the elementary audio

with AAC encoding

•1 procedure EXTRACTACCSTREAM(Videooriginal)

•2 Read Atomstbl from audio track;

•3 Get data from Atoms std , stsc, stco and stsz;

•4 Get Freqaudio from Atomstd ;

•5 Get Channelaudio from Atomstd ;

•6 Set extension of Streamelementalaac;

•7 Calculate Numentries from Atomstd ;

•8 foreach chunk in Numberentries do

•9 Get Numchunk ;

•10 Get NumsamplexChunk ;

•11 Get offsetchunk ;

•12 foreach sample in NumsamplexChunk do

•13 Get Sizesample (sample);

•14 Write Cabsample = Sizesample+
Freqaudio+
Channelaudio;

•15 Get data block (sample);

•16 Dump raw data of (sample);

•17 end procedure

It starts with a recursive reading of every atom in the
video, focusing on the atom trak of audio: stbl (data), stsd
(channels, frequency), stsc (samples number in a chunk), stco
(sample location), stsz(size of each sample in a chunk), mdat
(audio samples). Then, the number of entries of the atom stsc,
the number of chunk and the number of samples contained
in each chunk are computed. The next step is to obtain the
shifting for each sample. Subsequently, the size of each sam-
ple of the chunk is obtained in order to write the header of
each one with the following elements: Sample size, and audio
and channel frequency. The location of each sample is moved
according to the information of the atom stsc, to obtain the
corresponding data blockmdat of theMP4 video. Finally, this
information is saved in a file with extension AAC.

2) FRAMES EXTRACTION
Most frame extraction methods run directly on videos. This
procedure inserts increased noise over the extracted frames,
causing subsequent procedures to be adversely affected.
Therefore, a novel method of frame extraction is proposed
and is composed of two phases: a) Extract the elementary
video stream (H.264) from the media container; b) Extract
frames from the H.264 file. This method of extraction allows
obtaining frames with more real and precise characteristics.

The algorithm 3 represents the frames extraction proce-
dure. It starts with a recursive reading of every existing
atom in the video, focusing on the atom trak of the video:
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Algorithm 3 Frames Extraction
Input: Videooriginal : It is an MP4 video, whether it is

target or attacking
Result: Groupframes : Frames extracted from an

MP4 Video

•1 procedure EXTRACTFRAMES(Videooriginal)

•2 Read Atomstbl of the video track of Videomp4;

•3 Get data from Atomstd ; Atomstsc; Atomstco;
Atomstsz;

•4 Set extension of Streamelementalh264;

•5 Calculate Numberentries of Atomstd ;

•6 foreach chunk in Numberentries do

•7 Get Numberchunk ;

•8 Get NumbersamplesperChunk ;

•9 Get offsetchunk ;

•10 foreach sample in NumbersamplesperChunk
do

•11 Get Sizesample;

•12 Get data block of sample;

•13 Verify length Nalu size of sample;

•14 Include the first part of the sample
header in the file;

•15 Include the second part of the sample
header in the file;

•16 Include delimiter file in sample;

•17 Dump raw data (samples);

•18 Groupframes← Extract (H.264 file);

•19 end procedure

stbl (data), stsd (log data of decoder configuration), stsc
(number of samples in a chunk), stco (location of the sample),
stsz (size of each sample of a chunk), mdat (video samples).
Then, the number of entries of the atom stsc is obtained.
The following steps are similar to those used for the audio
extraction until the calculation of the size of each sample
of chunk. From each of these samples, the data block is
obtained and the length field (nalu size), usually composed
of 4 bytes, is verified. The first part of the access unit
header (access unit) is added to the H.264 file. In this header,
the following data are inserted: a start prefix of the access
unit (start of access unit), represented by (00 00 00 01),
the header of the drive Network Abstraction Layer (NAL),
which contains the fields forbidden_zero_bit, nal_ref_idc (0)
and nal_unit_type (9), identified as access unit delimiter,
the slice types: (E0) that represents any of the following types
of frames (I, P, B, SI and SP) and a delimiter (00 00 00 01).
This header is included at the beginning of each access unit.
From position 7 of the decoderConfigurationRecord, the size
in bytes of the sequence is extracted with the data that will
be read from the decoder. This information is incorporated
to the file .H264 followed by the delimiter (00 00 00 01).
Likewise, in the second part of the header, it is required

to obtain the size in bytes of the following data sequence
(from position 26) from the decoder. These data are included,
succeeded by the delimiter (00 00 01). The data representing
the video information is written to the H.264 file. Then,
frames are extracted in JPEG format from H.264 file using
the maximum quality allowed (JPEG_QUALITY = 100).
The frames were extracted using the following settings: a)
Extraction of 100% of frames (I and P frames), which are
used to generate anonymized and forged videos, which are
very similar to the originals; b) Extraction of a certain number
of keyframes, which are used to measure the effectiveness of
the proposed techniques.

3) VIDEO COMPOSITION
This process requires two elements: a) extracted audio;
b) set of frames without noise. For this, the library Libx264
(H.264) of the free software FFmpeg is used, which helps
substantially in the treatment of adjustment, conversion, and
creation of audio and video. To make the anonymized video
as similar as possible to the original, the following aspects
must be taken into account: the number of frames per sec-
ond or frame rate, the type of codec, the bit rate of video and
audio, the video profile, the type of pixel format YUV420P,
metadata information such as the date of creation of the video
and finally the most important, the synchronization between
audio and video.

To synchronize audio and video, FFmpeg (itsoffset) is
used, which allows you to move back or forward the start time
of both the audio data stream or the video data stream. The
following shows how to synchronize an anonymized video,
which produces a delay of 2 seconds and affects the audio
stream.

B. MP4 VIDEO FORGERY
In order to perform this procedure, two elements are
involved: an attacking video and a target video, as illustrated
in Figure 5. The Algorithm 4 represents this process, starting
with the data and information extraction from the atoms
of the target video, mdat moov, trak and their respective
children atoms, from the audio and video tracks. Subse-
quently, the extraction of the elementary stream AAC is per-
formed with the Algorithm 2 and the frames extraction with
the Algorithm 3. Each frame of the target video contains
the intrinsic fingerprint traces left by the mobile device’s
sensor. Therefore, the next step is to eliminate the fingerprint
of the sensor in each of the frames of the original video
with the algorithm proposed in the work [28]. In this case,
the attacking video is processed as previously described, until
the extraction of frames and audio of the video is com-
pleted. The extraction of the sensor noise pattern is then per-
formed by processing the frames extracted from the attacking
video [28]. As such, the falsification of each frame is carried
out without any noise from the target video, embedding the
attacker pattern to each frame. As a result, a set of false frames
Framesfalse is generated. This procedure is performed using
the algorithm proposed in [30]. Finally, the recomposition of
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FIGURE 5. Video forgery of an MP4 Video.

Algorithm 4MP4 Video Forgery
Input: Videooriginal : It is the target MP4 video

Videoattacking : This is the attacking MP4 video
Result: Videofalse : It is the forged MP4 video

•1 procedure FORGEMP4(Videooriginal , Videoattacking)

•2 Read Videooriginal ;

•3 Framestarget ← EXTRACTFRAMESVideooriginal ;

•4 Audio← EXTRACTACCSTREAMVideooriginal ;

•5 foreach frame0 in Framestarget do

•6 Framesnonoise← REMOVEPRNU(frameO);

•7 Read Videoattacking;

•8 Framesattacking← EXTRACTFRAMES(Videoattacking);

•9 foreach frameA in Framesattacking do

•10 Fingerprintattacking←
EXTRACTFINGERPRINT(frameA);

•11 Calculate the noise pattern Patternattacking= average
(Fingerprintattacking);

•12 foreach frameH in Framesnonoise do

•13 Framesfalse← FORGERFRAME(frameH );

•14 Videofalse = Audio+ Framesfalse;

•15 end procedure

the Videofalse, using the audio extracted Audio from the orig-
inal video, and the set of false frames Framesfalse previously
obtained, is completed.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed techniques through the execution of experiments.
These experiments are distributed as follow: a)MP4multime-
dia container structure analysis; b) Source identification for

TABLE 1. Mobile devices classified by brand and model.

videos without post-processing, to verify the behavior of the
method that will be in charge of measuring the efficiency of
the proposed techniques; c) Source identification for videos
with post-processing, to verify if the re-compression process
affects the classification; d) Evaluation of the technique of
anonymization of videos with equal conditions of creation;
e) Evaluation of the effectiveness of the video forgery
technique.

A. MP4 MULTIMEDIA CONTAINER STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
The aim of this analysis is to describe the intrinsic structure of
MP4 multimedia containers, namely to detail the hierarchical
organization of the atoms, labels with their respective values
and to examine the metadata.In this way, we verify whether
manufacturers of mobile devices meet the specifications of
the standard.

The set of videos is composed by 60 recorded videos
of 6 models from 5 different manufacturers. Table 1 shows
in detail the mobile devices involved in this classification.

The first atom found in all the videos is the fytp as the
standard reports. When the video contains the free atom,
the next atom found is the moov, followed by its child atoms;
the last one is the mdat atom. When the video does not have
the free atom, the next observed atom is the mdat, followed
by the moov atom with its respective child atoms.

In this regard, the specification does not contemplate the
specific order of atoms, nor the ocurrence of a particular
atom; this featurewill depend on eachmanufacturer ormodel.
However, after the analysis on several videos, it is noted that
they generally follow the same pattern in terms of order and
types of atoms.
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In the case of moov atom, although it has the same struc-
ture, the child atoms model may vary. Examples of this
particularity are the mobiles Motorola Nexus 6, which have
internal atoms that in turn contain child atoms hdlr, keys
and ilst or the Samsung S5, Samsung S6, and Sony Xperia
M2 mobiles, which have the atom udta. The first atom trak is
associated to the video track and the second one to the audio
track. This structure is determined by the hdlr atom associated
to the first trak, which incorporates the fields component
type and subtype with values vide and videohandle and the
hdlr atom associated to the second track, which considers
the fields component type and subtype with values soun and
soundhandle. After analyzing the first atom trak (video), it is
observed that the majority of atoms are the same, except for
the child atom minf, which contains the atoms vmhd and
dinf. The atom dinf, in turn, always has the child atom dref,
which has the atom url, as indicated in the specification.
Regarding to the stbl atom, it comprises the stsd, stts, stss,
stsz, stsc and stco atoms. The atom avc1, included in the atom
stsd, indicates the type of codec, and contains an atom avcC
and in some instances, an atom called pasp. The atom track,
associated to the audio track, is composed by a child atom
minf. The latter has child atoms smhd, in substitution to the
atoms vmhd and dinf, which is the same as the first atom
trak previously described. The atom stbl, on the other hand,
is equal to the first trak atom, with the exception of the inex-
istence of an atom stss and the contents of the stsd atom.For
the latter, it contains the atommp4a, which indicates the type
of codec and is composed by the atom esds. Therefore, upon
completion of the analysis of the atoms structure and infor-
mation of the MP4 videos, it can be concluded that the same
mobile phone always has the same video atoms, keeping their
respective order. Nearly all manufacturers follow the same
specifications with some exceptions, such as the preferred
format, the list of compatible formats, the data contents (user
data or metadata), etc.

B. SOURCE IDENTIFICATION FOR VIDEOS WITHOUT
POST-PROCESSING
The main objective of the techniques of anonymization and
forgery of videos proposed is to prevent the correct identifi-
cation of the source of videos in MP4 format. To evaluate the
efficiency of both techniques is used the method of source
identification based on clustering [31]; that the hereafter will
be called validation method. This method focuses on the
combination of hierarchical and flat clustering and the use
of Sensor Pattern Noise (SPN).

The experiments were conducted using 20 videos gener-
ated by 5 models of mobile device (Samsung Brand). These
devices use the H.264 video encoder, AAC audio encoder
and Android operating system. Table 2 details the dataset
used in the experiments with their respective characteristics.
Table 3 shows the parameters used in the validation method.
First, the tolerance of the validation method was analyzed

using different keyframe crop sizes. For this, two experi-
ments with two crop sizes were carried out: 640 × 480 and

TABLE 2. Set of videos used in the experiments.

TABLE 3. Parameters of the evaluation method.

TABLE 4. Confusion matrix for original video clustering with crop size
640 × 480 pixels.

TABLE 5. Confusion matrix for original video clustering with crop size
1280 × 720 pixels.

1280× 720 pixels. The 20 videos from the dataset in Table 2
were used, with no additional post-processing to those of their
capture. Fifty keyframes were extracted from each video, for
a total of 200 keyframes per model, following the parameters
shown in Table 3. The clustering results with each crop size
are presented in Tables 4 and 5.

As can be seen in Table 4, clustering with keyframes
cropped to 640 × 480 pixels results in 5 clusters, with the
same number of existing classes. However, some classes
are confused with others, reaching an average accuracy rate
of 76.8%. In the case of clustering results with keyframes
cropped to 1280× 720 pixels shown in Table 5, it is observed
that 5 clusters were formed, reaching an average accuracy rate
of 97%. Being a significantly higher accuracy rate than using
a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels.

C. SOURCE IDENTIFICATION FOR VIDEOS WITH
POST-PROCESSING
Since the anonymized videos suffer recompression when
being reconstructed, we proceeded to extract 100% of frames
and audio in AAC format from the 20 videos in Table 2,
each video is composed again synchronizing the frames
and audio to maintain the same characteristics of the orig-
inal video. With this procedure, we get a new dataset with
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TABLE 6. Confusion matrix for non-anonymized video clustering with
crop size 640 × 480 pixels.

TABLE 7. Confusion matrix for non-anonymized video clustering with
crop size 1280 × 720 pixels.

recompressed videos without any additional modification.
The keyframes are extracted and the validation method is
executed again to evaluate how much the recompression of
the videos affects the classification of the source acquisi-
tion. For this, 50 keyframes were extracted from each of the
recompressed videos in Table 2, for a total of 200 keyframes
per model. As in section V-B, two experiments were carried
out with 2 crop sizes (640 × 480 and 1280 × 720 pixels).
The results of each clustering are shown in Tables 6 and 7
respectively.

As can be seen in Table 6, using a crop size
of 640 × 480 5 clusters were obtained, the same number of
dataset models. The model that achieved the best accuracy
rate is the Galaxy S6 with 172 keyframes correctly classified,
which translates into 86% of the total keyframes. However,
it can be seen that a small number of keyframes are confused
with other models. Overall, the average hit rate was 76.6%.
These results are very similar to those obtained in Table 4
(Section V-B), where the Galaxy A3 model managed to
group 159 keyframes and the Galaxy S6 171, while in this
experiment the number of Galaxy A3 keyframes is reduced
by 1 and the Galaxy S6 increases by 1. Likewise, the average
success rate decreases by 0.2%.

Analogously, the results from Table 7, show that using
crop size of 1280× 720 pixels, 5 clusters were obtained. The
Galaxy S5 Neo and Galaxy S6models achieved a 100% accu-
racy rate. The GT-I9000 model grouped fewer keyframes,
with a total of 189 (95% correctly grouped). In summary,
the accuracy rate achieved in this experiment is 97.2%.
As in the previous case, the results of this experiment fol-
low the same behavioral pattern as the results of Table 5
(Section V-B), where it is observed that the Galaxy A3 model
managed to group 192 keyframes, the Galaxy Ace Style 192
and the GT-I9000 186; while in Table 7 the number of
Keyframes grouped by Galaxy A3 is reduced by 1 and the
Galaxy Ace Style decreases by 2 and the GT-I9000 increases
by 3. Also, the average accuracy rate increases by 0.2% as in
the results in Table 6.

With these results, can be concluded that although the
video reconstruction process involves re-compression of the

TABLE 8. Classification of anonimized videos with a crop size of
640 × 480 pixels.

TABLE 9. Classification of anonymous videos of 1280 × 720 pixels.

audio stream and frame sequence, this process does not sig-
nificantly affect the accuracy rate in the classification of orig-
inal videos (generated by mobile devices) and classification
of post-processing videos (generated from original videos).

D. MP4 VIDEOS ANONYMIZATION
Once we have examined the correct classification of the
videos with the chosen evaluation method, we proceed to
analyze how the anonymized videos are classified with
algorithm 1. The evaluation process used is the follow:
First, all videos from Table 2 were anonymized. Then,
for each anonymized video 50 keyframes were extracted
(200 keyframes by model). Finally, the validation method
is executed with these keyframes using the settings shown
in Table 3. The results obtained with each crop size (640 ×
480 and 1280 × 720 pixels), shown in Tables 8 and 9, were
compared with the results of the experiment V-C.

As can be seen in Table 8, the evaluation method obtained
11 clusters. Correctly grouped keyframes are highlighted in
bold for each model and do not exceed 18% at best. Com-
paring these results with those shown in Table 6, it is clear
that the following differences exist: 11 clusters were created
instead of 5, and the distribution of keyframes in clusters
does not follow a pattern that easily identifies the source of
the video. For example, the Galaxy S6 model was the model
that grouped more keyframes correctly, reaching 17.5%
(only 35 in cluster 4) versus 86% (172 keyframes) obtained
by this model in Table 6. The same way, the model with
less keyframes correctly grouped was GT-I9000, only 11%
(22 in cluster 1) versus of the 66% (132 keyframes) previously
obtained.

Analogously, as in the previous experiments and as can be
seen in Table 9, the results show that although a larger crop
size (1280 × 720 pixels) was used, 10 clusters were formed
for the 1000 keyframes analyzed. The maximum success rate
was 24% in the Galaxy S6 model, with 48 keyframes grouped
in cluster 1.

Again, if we compare the results shown in Tables 7 and 9,
we find the following differences: the number of clusters
doubles (from 5 to 10 clusters, the average accuracy rate
decreases considerably (from 97.2% to 19.9%). In summary,
the keyframe distribution of anonymized videos does not
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TABLE 10. Devices involved during the forgery experiment.

TABLE 11. Confusion matrix for the forgery classification results.

follow a specific pattern, making it difficult to classify them
correctly.

These results confirm that the videos resulting from
applying the proposed video anonymization technique
(Algorithm 1) efficiently circumvent or mislead the video
classification algorithm. This method was tested with videos
with the same creation conditions to avoid possible deviations
in the results.

E. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MP4 VIDEO SOURCE FORGERY
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the source forgery for
MP4 videos generated bymobile devices, the falsification of a
video (target video) was performed to make it seem recorded
by another model of mobile device (attacking video). For this
purpose, the same models of experiment 1 were used from
Section V-B. The characteristics associated to both videos are
detailed in Table 10. No video of the remaining 4 models was
forged.

Similarly to the previous experiments, 50 keyframes were
extracted from each video (200 keyframes for each model).
In this way, 50 keyframes were extracted from the forged
video, classified as Galaxy GT-I9000, and 150 keyframes
were extracted from the remaining three videos of the same
model to complete a total of 200 keyframes for the model.
The default keyframe size was used (1280× 720 pixels).The
classification results after the forgery process are detailed
in Table 11.

Based on the results shown in Table 11, the following
observation can be made: (i) in comparison with the classifi-
cation results summarized in Table 5, which describe videos
without anonymization and falsification, accuracy rates have
only changed for GT I9000 and Galaxy Ace Style models,
(ii) in the case of the Galaxy Ace Style model, the accuracy
rate decreased from 96% to 92%; this result is obtained
because after frames anonymization to the Galaxy Ace Style
models and forgery process to relate them with the GT
I9000 model, the algorithm has more difficulties to perform
an accurate classification, (iii) accuracy rate for the GT I9000
(83%), decreased 10% compared to the experiments without
any alteration; 166 from 200 keyframes (150 originals and
50 with alterations) were correctly classified, in compari-
son to the classification results of Table 5, where 186 out
of 200 had been correctly classified. It can be concluded that
30 out of 50 falsified keyframes achieved the goal.

VI. CONCLUSION
In the present study, two anti-forensic techniques for digi-
tal videos are proposed. First, an anti-forensic technique to
anonymize an MP4 video is presented and then, an anti-
forensic technique to forger the source of an MP4 video is
developed. Both techniques are composed of a series of algo-
rithms that are based on the video decomposition, the sensor
noise characterization and the wavelet transform. The pro-
posed algorithms are aimed at the extraction of frames and
audio from the video, the elimination of the sensor footprint
of each frame, the extraction of residual noise or the sensor
footprint of each frame, the calculation of the noise pattern of
the sensor and, finally, the forgery of a video source identifi-
cation by adding the noise pattern of a different camera. The
proposed video anonymization technique efficiently circum-
vents the video classification algorithm used as the evaluation
method. This is clearly seen in the results obtained in the
classification of anonymized videos with both crop size of
640× 480 pixels and crop size of 1280× 720 pixels. As can
be seen in Tables 8 and 9, the 1000 keyframes were grouped
into 11 and 10 clusters respectively; when they were expected
to be grouped into 5 clusters in both cases. Additionally,
it has been proven that the higher the resolution of the video
the evaluation method increases its success rate consider-
ably, from 76.8% to 97% in Section V-B experiments with
videos without post-processing and from 76.6% to 97.2%
in videos that have been affected by the re-compression
produced by being reconstructed with the process presented
in Section IV-A.3 without being anonymized. In relation
to the acquisition source forgery, the classification algo-
rithm had more difficulty to properly classify the keyframes,
showing that 30 out of 50 forged keyframes achieved their
objective. The evaluation of both anti-forensic techniques has
been carried out by means of different experiments, reaching
sufficient accuracy rates. Based on those results, it can be
concluded that the proposed anti-forensic techniques were
successful.
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